Design of complex engineered systems often involves optimization of multiple competing problems that are supposed to compromise to arrive at equilibrium optima, entailing a joint optimization problem. This paper reveals the leader-follower decision structure inherent in joint optimization problems. A Stackelberg game solution is formulated to model a leader-follower joint optimization problem as a two-level optimization problem between two decision makers, implicating a mathematical program that contains sub-optimization problems as its constraints. A case study of coffee grinder green design demonstrates the potential of Stackelberg solution to joint optimization of modularity subject with conflicting goals.
Introduction
Engineering design decision making are essentially characterized as optimization problems, which deal with various tradeoffs and constraints involved in meeting the goals of overall problem solving. Most enterprise-level planning and engineering-level design decisions are typically integrated as a single optimization problem that necessitates an all-in-one solution. Commonly multiple design criteria are aggregated as a single-level objective function, for example, in the form of expected utility on profit, revenue, etc. [1] . In practice, these kind of all-in-one approaches tend to be infeasible due to computational and organizational complexities. While in many cases, design decision making is enacted as one optimization problem with multiple decision criteria, certain decision scenarios comprise multiple optimization problems that are competing with one another and have to compromise to arrive at equilibrium optima, and each of the optimization problems itself may be associated with a different set of criteria. Such optimization of multiple competing optimization problems all together leads to a joint optimization problem. Joint optimization problems (JOP) are frequently observed in complex engineered systems that involve diverse couplings of multiple sub-systems and typically a joint effort of sub-system optimization is required.
In this regard, this paper reveals a leader-follower decision structure inherent in JOP. A leader-follower joint optimization problem is formulated as a two-level optimization problem between two decision makers. Each decision maker knows completely the objective functions and constraints of the other. The upper-level decision maker (leader) announces his decisions to the lower level (follower). And then the follower makes his specific decisions and feeds the decisions back to the leader. The basic form of leader-follower optimization coincides with the Stackelberg games [2] . A Stackelberg game solution deals with the interplay of two self-interested decision makers who decide sequentially, implicating a mathematical program that contains sub-optimization problems as its constraints. In general case, the objective values mutually depend on the choices of the other party. Technically, the leader. The Stackelberg model originated from strategic games in economics, it has been used to study sequential decision making problems in diverse fields. This obtained problem is a special case of Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraints, or MPEC, a terminology widely used in the literature nowadays.
The reminder of the paper proceeds as follows. After related works analysis, next section illustrates the JOP using a green design case. Mathematical formulation of JOP leader-follower decision making is presented in Section 4. A solution procedure based on genetic algorithm for JOP is discussed in Section 5. A case study of JOP for coffee grinder green design is detailed in Section 6, followed by discussions and conclusions.
Related Works
In general, there are three types of game strategies originated in economics. They are cooperative games, competitive games (also called Nash games) and hierarchical games (also called Stackelberg game). Each game achieves different equilibriums and they can also used to summarize different kinds of JOP [3] . To leverage different optimization goals in JOP, one prevailing approach is to aggregate them as a comprehensive function by assigning different weights -inheterogeneous nature in some modern engineering design, especially in the leader-follower JOP of this paper.
A new class of problems called Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraints is widely developed for JOP with competitive and hierarchical optimization goals in the last two decades [5] . There are several computational methods for obtaining the Stackelberg solution. The first one is vertex enumeration approach, it is based on the property that an extreme point in a set of rational responses of the follower is also an extreme point in a set of common constraints [2] . However, it will not be applicable when the follower or leader is not in a convex region. Another approach is based on the Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) condition and its alternative, Fritz John approach to derive necessary optimality conditions [6] . Furthermore, the other approaches are mostly based on penalty function. They use a smooth method with penalty to convert the original problem into a standard nonlinear programming problem [7, 8, 9] . Although these methods have relatively good results in some non-differentiable and implicit problems which are common in engineering world, they are still slow to converge in case of combination problems. In this paper, a direct search and a stochastic optimization approach are proposed and analyzed for solving combination JOP.
Joint Optimization Problems in Green Design

Green Design and Modularity
The concept of green design addresses the environmental issue through product design process which is opposed to the traditional design approach. In response to the increasing public interest in environmental protection, many companies have been actively engaging in designing and marketing environment friendly products [10] . Green design has emerged as an innovative and sustainable tool for solving today s environmental problems. There are many strategies proposed in the literature and used in practice that can be used by practitioners in design and manufacturing to improve the sustainability of their products and processes. These strategies include Waste Minimization, Resource Efficiency, Resource Productivity, Eco-efficiency, Pollution Prevention and many more [11] . Although there have been different views to support green design, most of the results echo the objective of design for environment or design for end of life.
To meet the diverse requirements of customers, the market segmentation policy causes product structure to be more and more complicated. In light of this, manufacturers often adopt modularization to solve the problems resulting from complicated product structure. Green design is closely related to the concept of design modularization, in that modularity enables components and modules to be easily disassembled for reuse or recycle [12] .
Joint Optimization of Modularity
The traditional modular design focuses on providing verity of products at a very low cost. It is based on the proper grouping or clustering of components into modules in terms of coherence of a physical artifact. The green feature modularity (GFM) must conform to the legacy structure of a technical system [13] . However, the GFM is not just an extended concept of traditional system architecture modularity (SAM), it may compete with the traditional SAM and the granularity tradeoff between them shows a great importance to achieve green design.
The SAM acts as a leader and makes the modularization decision first. The GFM then acts as a follower to response the modularization decision and make further changes. The modularization in design is basically identifying and grouping components into modules. There are three steps in the modularization process: the metric foundation, the quantification aggregation and the modularity decision tradeoffs.
The metrics is well developed in traditional SAM. The interactions between components can be measured from functional or structural point of view. The design structure matrix can be used to analysis the grouping trends of components. On the other hand, the GFM metrics is still undeveloped. The product life cycle, material efficiency and eco-efficiency should be measured. The quantification of the system modularity is difficult due to the combination of different measures of modularity. They are defined in different semantics and needed to be aggregated in a unified scale. The tradeoffs of the GFM and SAM are not a normal multi-objective optimization problem as the underlying competition and logical connections between them are more complicated. The JOP is the key to bring about the solution of green design in the view of modularity.
JOP Mathematical Formulation
Leader-follower Decision Making
The two-level JOP, especially, a leader-follower decision making problem is originated from Stackelberg game theory. It is a two-person game introduced by Von Stackelberg [14] in the context of unbalanced economic markets. In this model, the control of the decision variables is partitioned among the two players: the leader and the follower. Each player seeks to optimize his (or her) objective function. The leader goes first by choosing a vector in an attempt to optimize his (or her) objective function. In doing so, he (or she) must anticipate all possible responses of objective function. Because the set of feasible choices available to -versa. The leader-follower decision making model is shown in Fig. 1 . The leader will make the decision as the first step. This decision will become constraint s. Then the followers will make their t and thus become constraint
Mathematical Formulation
The mathematical formulation of a general leader-follower decision making problem is shown in Fig. 2 above [2] .
Here, x and y are m and n dimensional variable column vectors. Function is the leader function with decision variable x, function are the k dimensional follower functions column vectiors, with decision variable y. When the Stackelberg solution is employed, it is assumed that there is no communication between the two decision makers, or that they do not make any binding agreement even if there exists such communication. In other words, there is no cooperative relationship between the two decision makers.
JOP Solution Algorithm
The algorithm based optimal solution search can be divided into two categories: deterministic algorithms and stochastic algorithms. Most of the deterministic algorithms are based on direct search of objective function, which tends to be efficient in simple feasible regions. However, it is likely to be trapped by local optima and may cause expensive computation to find global optima. Stochastic algorithms are more capable to achieve a better solution in complex optimization problems and especially combination problems.
Gradient-based search
The KKT optimality conditions are necessary and sufficient to obtain an optimum [15] . To assure these conditions, the lower-level objective function and constraints must be convex, which do not always hold true in realistic situations. To circumvent this limitation, we can use segmentation method. That is to divide the feasible regions into finite subset convex regions and search the local optima in each region. The segmentation is given below.
,
where constitutes the family of all subsets of the index set. With the convex and compact properties, a gradient-based search can be used for each segment to solve the corresponding single-level problem, as shown in Fig. 3 . The gradient-based search is a direct search approach for JOP. It reduces the two level leader-follower decision making problem into finite combination of single-level problems. However, it is always computational expensive when dealing real life problems, and the global optimal is hard to be proved in limited search cycles.
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic search and optimization algorithm that mimics biological evolution. The idea behind GA is to use this power of evolution to solve optimization problems. GA works on the composition of genetic traits called chromosomes, in which successive operations through crossover or mutation give rise to better performing off-springs due to successive refinement of these hereditary traits. GA works with a population of design solutions and tries to find the best solution. A design solution, composed of the design variables, is represented as a single chromosome.
Taking advantage of GA, we can generate x and y in the above direct method of JOP. The GA is more capable of solving the multi-model optimization problems which are always seen in the real life. Comparing with traditional calculus-based or approximation-based optimization techniques, genetic algorithms excel in solving combinatorial optimization problems. The search algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 .
The search process is controlled by the fitness functions of upper and lower level functions. At the beginning, an initial population of upper and lower level chromosome is set, as shown in Fig. 5 . Then each generation of chromosome is selected based on the fitness functions and then applied crossover and mutation. When a good generation of chromosome shows up, it is passed to the lower section and keeps searching for a suitable lower level chromosome. All the good combination with both upper level and lower level chromosome are saved into the solution set. After enough generations of chromosome have been generated, the search loop is terminated to output the final solution set. The genetic algorithm will not suffer from the local optima influence where the direct search algorithms are always trapped in. Most engineering JOP will be more suitable to be modeled by GA for their combinatorial character. 
Case Study
In the manufacturing company, life-cycle modularity has been well recognized, but mostly practiced in an ad hoc fashion, due to lack of rigorous decision analysis and support. In particular this case study examines the tradeoffs of leveraging SAM and GFM. als (BOM) is shown in Table 1 . 
Modularity Measure
The objective of green design with modularity is to find the equilibrium solution of module identification to achieve good result in both system architecture and environmental benefit in design. The modularity measures are based on the components similarity grading, which is the foundation of cluster analysis. Through similarity measure, the components trends to be grouping can be easily found out. Connections inside module will be much stronger than the connections between modules [16] . The measure metric can be divided into several categories as shown in Fig. 7 . The design process can be defined as the steps of requirement definition, conceptual design, embodiment design and detailed design [17] . Modularity measure can be divided into three categories along the design process, namely functional modularity, structural modularity and parametric modularity, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Functional similarity can be measured in three ways: Function connection is the two components functional relationship; Function compatibility is to grade the compatibility in function of two components; Function necessity is to evaluate the components necessity in the whole system. Structural similarity is measured by their topology, connection and manufacturing process. The topology criteria measures the similarity of components geometry features, the connection criteria measures the components physical connection and the manufacturing process criteria measures the similarity of the components manufacturing process. Parametric similarity measures the components tolerance of assembling and the degree of freedom in the assembly. The SAM similarity grade criteria are shown in Table 2 . There are many green features that can take account into the modular design optimization, such as the material efficiency, product life cycle and ability to disassemble etc. In this paper, three most important and applicable features are chosen to measure component similarity.
The component reuse similarity is graded by their ability to disassemble, their compatibility to connect in the product and the component life cycle. The material recycle similarity mainly focuses on the material compatibility and reusability. Beside, the environment impact is also taken account into the GFM measure. As shown in Table 3 .
Quantification of System Modularity
To aggregate the different component similarity measures into one dominate value, there are several ways can be used. The most prevailing approach is weighted sum [18] . However, the weighted sum approach is assuming all the elements are independent. In the case of component similarity measure, it is not suitable. In fact, most similarity attributes are heterogeneous and interrelated, weighted sum can hardly reflect the actual connection between the components.
To take into account correlations underlying the similarity attributes, we propose the following aggregation model based on multi-attribute utility theory:
where K and k are scaling factors and U indicates multi-attribute utility. The value of K can be derived from:
The scaling factors for each modularity measures are set as Table 4 . 
Joint Optimization of SAM and GFM
The model of the SAM and GFM leader-follower decision making problem can be formulated as shown in Fig. 8 . SAM is the leader and the assembly is divided into modules according to SAM first, then the followers further divide the assembly according to GFM. After doing so, the system modularity is calculated and leader will refine the modular partition. The convergence study is shown in Fig.9 and Fig. 10 . Based on the convergence study, the GA optimization program is set to have 35 generations in each iteration and totally 10 iterations are used. 
Result and Analysis
Now we can evaluate a green design by using the measuring and quantification method shows above. And through the utilization of genetic algorithm, the coffee grinder green design problem can be optimized. The optimal solution of coffee grinder green design can be obtained through the Stackelberg solution and shows a reasonable modularity result with environmental considerations. C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C9  C10  C11  C12  C13  C14  C15  C16  C17  C18 Button module C14,C17
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As shown in Fig. 11 , this is the component similarity correlation matrix of coffee grinder. Based on the proposed similarity measure in SAM and GFM, the components functional, structural and parametric similarity, together with the component reuse, material recycle and environment impact similarity of coffee grinder is aggregated. By using the similarity as fitness function and encode the components combinations as GA chromosome, the joint optimization problem is solved and the solution set is shown in Fig. 12 . On the optima point, the coffee grinder is partitioned into 7 modules, as shown in Table 5 , which is a validated modularity decision.
Conclusions
The Stackelberg solution models joint optimization problem as a two-level decision making problem. The decision makers in the leading and following positions make their own decisions independently. The leader initiates his decisions first, which become the constraint to the follower. The follower's decision is based on the full knowledge of the leader's action and his decisions become the new constraints to the leader's decision problem. The Stackelberg solution can be done by dividing the initial feasible region into finite subsets with all possible combinations of the leader and follower decisions. Then the leader-follower decision making problem is reduced to a set of one-level decision problems. This approach enables the solution of JOP using direct search algorithms. To deal with real life problems with a large number of subsets and avoid local search, a genetic algorithm is developed to solve the leader-follower decision making problem. The GA excels in solving combinatorial optimization problems commonly encountered in engineering design problems, in addition to a superior performance in terms of computational expense.
The case study of coffee grinder green design illustrates how the leader-follower decision model can characterize the tradeoffs of grouping components and facilitate the designer to gain a better understanding of the integral coherence of the product structure. The quantification and aggregation methods in the case study could be generalized for dealing with modularity decisions across the product life cycle. Results of the case study also suggest that the GA solution can achieve a relatively high computing efficiency and robustness for solving combinatorial optimization problems. However, a further study with more complexity case should be examined with both GA and segmented direct search for comparison in better detail.
